
Comfort stretch staple fiber made with Sorona® can be

blended with cotton to create fabrics that provide comfort

stretch with excellent recovery and natural touch with

volume hand feel. It is a perfect fiber solution for stretch

khaki, denim and dress pants and suits.

Envoy Denim:  T1755   T1756    T1753





emana® Denim is a combination of a 

premium textile fiber, high technology 

and the most beloved part of the 

fashion industry, to deliver comfort and 

functionality and help you to take care 

of your body. 

emana® works with the own body 

heat, absorbing it and emanating far 

infrared rays back to the skin.

A Jeans with emana® promotes 

several benefits such as: reduction 

cellulite appearance, a skin 

smoothness and youngness, perfect fit 

with comfort and well-being and 

comfort.

Envoy Denim:  T1706

Polyamide 6.6 includes Solvay bio capsules



emana® also gives jeans a unique and unprecedented softness, 

smoothness, light-weight feel and sophisticated look. emana® is a 

patented, scientifically-proven technology, through international 

recognized protocols, conducted by independent laboratories and 

institutes. emana® is OEKO-TEX® certified, safe for the skin.





up to 50% lower emissions & water impact than generic viscose

The manufacturing of LENZING™ ECOVERO™ fibers generates 

up to 50% lower emissions and water impact compared to 

generic Viscose.

sustainable wood and pulp sourcing/procurement

ECOVERO™ fibers are produced using pulp, which is derived 

from the renewable resource wood as raw material. Lenzing

purchases wood and pulp derived from responsibly managed 

forests and certified to come from sustainable sources.

supply chain transparency

A special manufacturing system enables LENZING™ 

ECOVERO™ branded Viscose fibers to be identified in the final 

product, even after long textile processing and conversion steps 

through the value chain. Environmentally conscious consumers 

can be assured that retailers and brands are incorporating 

genuine LENZING™ ECOVERO™ eco-responsible Viscose in 

their products.

Envoy Denim: T2119



LASER FRIENDLY

Envoy Denim: T1074    T1168    T1827

Modifying our denim to laser friendly 

collection, we are getting more 

whiteness by new process less 

chemical, less water, less manpower.



ELAB will run into operation at the end of May 

2019, and is our new footprint in pursuing 

sustainability.

Equipped with latest laundry machines, including 

JEANOLOGIA laser, collaborated with leading 

chemical suppliers, mission of ELAB is research 

and development of  new laundry solution: less 

water, less chemical, more efficiently, more 

transparent, and better working environment. 
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Why to use Ozon i/o Mercerizing process

Ozon process can remove unfixed dye molecules from the cotton fiber surface and increase fabric flatness 

which we call semi mercerized. Ozon improves color fastness and crocking values.

To achieve same result with mercerizing, we have to rinse caustic and contaminate water; to neutralize 

fabric, we have to use acid which also contaminate water. 

Envoy Denim:  T1853     T1854-1      T1606



OZON BLEACH
Envoy Denim:  T1780-1
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More than 65% of the new LYCRA® T400®

fiber content comes from sustainable

sources. Approximately 50% of the fiber is

made from recycled materials such as PET

(recycled water bottles), while another part is

made from renewable sources such as plant

based material. As a result, fabric mills,

brands and retailers can get the same

lasting performance they’ve come to expect

from standard LYCRA® T400® fiber, now

with enhanced sustainability.

LYCRA® T400® fiber 
with EcoMade technology

Envoy Denim: T2100

https://connect.lycra.com/en/Technologies-and-Innovations/Fiber-Technologies/T400
https://connect.lycra.com/en/Technologies-and-Innovations/Fiber-Technologies/T400
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REBORN Denim

Envoy Denim T1942: 15% PCW cotton blend warp and100% Recycled PES core spun weft.



ZERO COTTON

DENIM

Envoy Denim:  T1766-1
Warp: 100% Tencel Siro warp 
Weft: Ecru Poly/Viscose CoreSpun



Envoy Denim: T1477-2

+7% Pure Indigo with a special color

Thanks to our own technology, we 

reduce our dye box concentration 

20%, and achieve the same color 

darkness. 

LESS WATER

LESS CHEMICALS

SOLUTION



Thanks to our new Aero Finish Technology, 

our fabric can offer better performance of 360 

stretch with lower shrinkage.

360
Stretch



JAPANESE 

VINTAGE
Envoy Denim: T1848-1, T2058-2, T1560, 

T2128

We get inspiration from old ring frames, and 

come back to Old Japanese Slub Character.

This collection salutes to Japanese Vintage 

Denim.



Envoy Denim: T2107, T1697, T2068-2

With twist carded Siro warp spinning 

technology, we bring more soft hand 

feel to denim.

Cozy Denim


